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About This Content

The Armored Transport DLC is the second DLC pack for PAYDAY 2 and lets players do every heisters dream – robbing
armored transports, full of valuables, right in the middle of Washington D.C. If they're lucky, they can hit it big with a classic

train robbery.

Up to four friends co-operate on the heists, and as the crew progresses they have a chance to unlock an even more rewarding job
– doing a classic train robbery. New weapons, weapon modifications, masks, patterns and materials have been added to let

players continue to build and customize their own guns and gear.

Key Features
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•2 new heists spread over 6 locations – The players are offered two new heists spread over six different locations. Hit the
armored transports downtown, in parks, underpasses, crossroads and in the harbor area of D.C. If the player is lucky, the

robberies will lead to an even bigger reward – doing a train robbery to secure a valuable military prototype.

•3 new weapons of choice – players can now enjoy three new weapons of mass heisting. For the stealth artist we have the
charming Gruber Kurz pistol, Tanks will enjoy the agile Commando 553 Assault rifle and only a lunatic could love the classic

Swedish K SMG. Together with over a dozen new weapon modifications, everyone will have something to play with.

•4 new masks, patterns and materials – Four new masks are added to the game, themed around four of the most famous
American presidents. Combined with the all-new American themed patterns and materials, players will be able to cook up some

pretty awesome looking mask designs. Bodhi would be proud.
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•New achievements, free community mask and more – A dozen of new achievements are added for players to take care of.
Those that join the Official PAYDAY 2 group on Steam will also receive another bonus item in the shape of a new hockey

mask – inspired from one of the best Heist flicks of all time. For those that work hard while robbing the armored transports, a
curious Easter egg can be found.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: Armored Transport
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP3

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256MB minimum)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:13 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English
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That Turkey !! That Turkey !! Never tired !!

1 "Auto Clicker" for LVL UP
1 "Auto Clicker" for Clicker

Go Go. Okay, it`s a simple enought set up. you are going over to play some cards against a friend of your sister and apperantly
she got a little crush on you. ( how sweet isn't that ^^) and it is a straight forward try to get the highest number but do not surpass
the number 21 in value of the cards, while place a few small bets to make it more interesting.
sometimes when she smiles she can look a little creepy cause of the graphics and sometimes shes just a tease. XD

how ever there are a few things that I may think could be done something with.

Suggestions:

- Setings, I wish there was a adjustable volumbar so I could lower the music or mute it completly incase I want to listen to my
own music instead. ( and the one melody going on over and over can grow tiersome)

- A saving option while in a game. ( So I could get back online and continue where I left off last time I saved)

- Redo the beting ingame, cause it's to much of a shot in the dark to bet before you get your first two cards. Maybe instead have
like a small blind before the cards are dealt that both chip in 10 credits and then after you get your first two cards then you could
raise that bet from the 10 you already chipped in to 20-50 credits. makes it possible to try and bluff that you got greater card's
then you actually got and maybe trick her to fold or draw one to many card's herself. ( would give a more feel of in control
while playing the game. and would help if you get to high cards and bluff her to get to high cards herself and get it at a draw.)

- And perhaps change the equality of cards in the hands like: She got 2 cards in her hand and it adds up to 19 and you draw and
get 3-4 cards in your hand and get 19, at this point its a draw in the game but since she has less cards that adds up to the same
number then she get the win because that she use less cards to get the high number. ( and the other way around ofcourse ^^)

All in all it ain't a bad game and I would recommend it to my friends. You can have lots of fun trying to unlock all of the
unlockable outfits and gallery, if you got the time to play a single match in one go. I'm looking forward to see what future
updates might bring and do hope more will give this game a try.

A Fun card game with good company, do one need to say anymore? ;D. Hardcore shmup with movement mechanic I haven't
seen anywhere else.

This game is hard hard hard (to me at least) which is awesome. Lots of replay-ability, there is a ton of point\/achievement
hunting, unlocking new load outs, things like that. I haven't unlocked them all yet, but can't wait to.

If you are a shmups fan you will need this period. See you on the leaderboards!
. If you enjoy post apocalypse themes, then this DLC is worth it for you! Well worth the money spent.. Beautiful. Just beautiful.
I have not seen such an inteligent way of telling a story with characters so rich in humanity.
  To put pride, greed, fear, jealousy in the characters and at the same time justify these emotions as "just human", is out of pure
genius.
  10/10.. I want a sideways thumb because this game has potential to be a real PC game instead of a browser game.

I like the idea but the puzzels are a little confusing. I only used the wikipedia near the very end for the fourth light bulb but I
walked around alot. The secerets are a nice touch but easy to find. The game being made in flash makes the game to go below
30 FPS although my computer sucks, this is still a problem. One of the major problems that I had were the glitches. Suprisingly
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none of these were game breaking except one but that was fixed with a restart. For some reason, at least for me, I could see
other panes while in each individual pane and this allowed me to move to parts of the level that would be otherwise impossible
without doing the proper steps to do it vanilla. This allowed me to skip a very large part of the game, that invloves a broken
train, and get to the next part. Now I did not know this until I watched a walkthrough but I could have completed the game
without ever going through that part. In other parts, it just looks ugly. This could be a problem when playing in higher
resolutions such as 1920 x 1080. The length of the game is short as it only took me less than 2 hours to complete. This game
may or may not be the game for you but I enjoyed the story and I want this to be a positive review.

I understand how lame this review is but I suck at reviewing games. On a last thought there should be Achievements and better
optimization.

Look I'm putting a positive review but it is borderline not worth youe money at the moment.
. English:

I was really unsure if this game was good.
Good i did buy it on Sale!

I love RPG Maker games and also was into it and know it since about 2003.
Also knowing that the Community exists where you can get RPG Maker games 4 Free is sth i always liked.
Now that you can buy them on Steam is good i think (you can now support the Developers with it!!)

As i know that RPG Maker can be messy and i know how much work it is to do Quests/Chars etc (since i did try a demo and
made a small demo games for test purpose)
Seeing a game like this so bugless is good and also seeing that almost everything was handmade is also awesome (like ATB etc)
But there where a few Crashes from the Runtime Script (suddenly) still the game never told me that itself had issues nd crashed!
I also noticed that my AMD FX didnt like the gme and i had from time to time sudden FPS slow downs due to core using but
since those games are Single Cored i didnt wondered cuz i have 8 of cores lol (windows seems to be unable to tell which cores
where unused or sth like that) so my game lagged about each 30 seconds for about 5 seconds due to it.

The Story is so far so good. Its also very Comedy like game!
I did laugh a few times about what they speak and some Events where just serious as i be when i play GGZ on Android xD

Here is now a small list how i would give points for the game in each categorie:

Gameplay: 8/10 (Simple yet you have the skills learned on some highter levels)

Graphics: 5/10 (a simple Pixel Art, i love Retro style cuz im into those RPG Maker games!)

Support: 8/10 (fast responce from the Developer Chery-Sama when i posted up my problem!)

Price: 7/10 (not to expensive and also on sale very cheap!)

Story: 8/10 (good Story Plot. sometimes Awkward and funny and so on, but it dont misses to entertain i think)

Sound: 7/10 (not the usually 16 bit sounds, those are handmade tracks i think)

Performance: 8/10 (serveral Issues due to Core using of my FX, but that wasnt the games problem its my windows/cpu that
could not get the game properly on stable 60 FPS when walking in the Free Roam)

FAZIT: 7/10 (A good RPG Maker game, worth a Try if you like comedy and VN and oldschool RPG). So there's three
"warfare" games, all Russian in origin but with some differences in who developed them. I've beaten this game two or three
times, on normal to hard difficulty. After this one came "Warfare Reloaded" where you play as the Russians against the US in
Afghanistan. I can't even review that one, because it's not sold on Steam, probably because it's AI is mentally handicapped and
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one mission won't end even after you complete the objectives. The third one is "Syrian Warfare", and I'll review that one next.
This one is the first, the best, and the other two aren't worth touching.

Gameplay:
You get a limited force to start each mission with, you will sometimes get reinforcements mid-mission. How you perform in
each mission affects what assets you will have available in the next. If a unit gains experience in a mission and survives, you get
to use it as a more experienced and effective unit in the next mission. The more guys you keep alive and the more enemies you
kill, the more command points you have available next time, which you can use to get new and better units. You can capture
enemy vehicles as well.

If you're lucky, you'll have infantry, light and heavy armored vehicles to command, possibly even choppers, artillery, and rarely
the ability to call for airstrikes. Ammo and fuel have to be replenished, so protect the vehicles that store these things. Your
environments range from open desert to big cities. Your objectives can be as straightforward as taking over an area or as
complex as search and rescue. You cannot Zerg rush your way through this game. Each part of your force must support and
protect the others, and be on guard, because you can never be totally sure what's coming up the first time playing. There is some
micromanaging of the troops involved, but not too much, Just don't send anything but the toughest units out unsupported.

Story: The Russians are no friends of ours, but they have zero love for jihadis, and they wrote an unintentionally pro-American
game. By paying close attention to the "war journals" "news tickers" and cutscenes, I have surmised that the story goes like this:
Spoilers in the next paragaph.

America won in Iraq and Afghanistan, and those wars came to a close. But then the
Saudi clerics, Al Qaeda and radicalized Saudi Arabian Army joined forces against the King of Saudi Arabia, aiming to create a
Caliphate starting with the most oil-rich nation in the Middle East. The King, along with the Saudi police and National Guard,
ask for American assistance. The King, like most petro-monarchs, is opulent and surrounded by sycophants, but with American
help they survive, get their act together and govern after American forces drive the jihadis out. Russian writers were careful to
ocassionally include the tropes of the "ignant" American soldier and "it's only because of the oil, maaaan" but they didn't change
the overall fact that America was fighting against a movement of characters even the Russians couldn't love.

Was it Fun?: It sure was. You learn as you play; the tip screens come in the appropriate scenarios, but they don't hold your hand.
Once you've learned to be careful of mines and the ATGMs off in the distance that might kill or incapacitate in one hit, you will
soon have the hang of this game. It's fun, once you've drawn up your line of battle, to see your units at work, moving as you
please and blazing away at the enemy. Play it with Five Finger Death Punch's "Bad Company" in the background, as your forces
move on towards victory.

The explosions and gradual building destruction are gorgeous. Good attention is paid to unit detail. The Arab-accented voice
acting is so bad that it's good. And this game won't empty your wallet.. amazing software!
exactly what you need when you've got a high performance system and want it set up to par
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When they say fast-paced, they really meant FAST-PACED.

In Spacejacked you play as Dave, an engineer\/technician charged with defending your spaceship against ALIEN SCUMS. It is
not enough to just sit back, strategize your denfenses and plant your "towers" (in this case, turrets). You'd often find yourself
jumping into the fray - blaster in hand - or the ship will soon be VERY quickly overrun.

The aforementioned blaster is powerful but will overheat if used continuously, so shrewd planning and resource management
will be required to deal with the waves of attacks. The inclusion of a player controlled character sets it apart from most tower-
defense games and makes everything much more exciting. You'd teleport from one part of the spaceship to another in order to
deal with incoming enemies and when they start appearing in multiple areas at once you'd wish there were more of you.

The game starts out relatively easy (easy to me, since I've played the endless-mode demo) but soon climbs in difficulty. Just
when you thought you had it all figured out a new type of enemy would appear to wreck havoc on your ship. It can be punishing
at times and so far I've encountered a difficulty spike but thankfully the save system is well implented enough to prevent you
from unnecessarily wasting time.

This is the sort of game where you'll die multiple times. But the reward and satisfaction in successfully defending against a
particularly gruelling onslaught of enemies will be immense. Try out the demo if you have doubts. This is definitely a
recommended buy for me.. Honestly. A great game to play whenever you get bored. It's simple enough that anyone can learn
how to play. It makes me want to own my own senet board. Though only thing I personally don't care for the music or the intro
to the game and the cut to papyrus when there is only a couple pieces left. Though it sorta adds to the game in a sorta charming
way,. Fun Game!

A lot of fun figuring out the most powerful combos to beat each level with. Only thing that I don't like is having to wait for the
credits every time I beat the last boss. Other than that a really fun game.. Let your creative sick side shine and not be obligated
to hide it. This game made me laugh so hard I almost bashed my head against the wall. The physics in this game is really good.
This is very addicting because you want to just keep getting more money to put out more creativity in maiming these specimens.
The unlocking of weapons is a pretty good flow, and the challanges keep things going. I dont like how you cant redistribute
upgrades though. You upgrade something it is permanent. Not only is this game visually fun and variable, its also fun getting
sane people to react to you and how you play the game. Worth 4.99 easily.. This game was suprising i usually am very closed
minded to alot of the RTS game but this one was a challenge and a lot of fun. i recommend a playthrough.
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